
ZAP PROCEDURES – UVSS ELECTIONS 
 

 all printing and copying is to be done full-serve 

 charge the self-serve rate for all work that could be done in self-serve 

 printing orders must be submitted by email 

 proofs required for all full-serve orders 

 candidates must present their student ID for every charge made as well as when signing or 

picking up orders 

 candidates can only place / pick up their own orders and make charges to their own accounts 

o exception is Jasmine Robertson; Food Bank staff will make orders for Jasmine 

 do not include tax in any charges made 

 charges are FINAL (e.g., office supplies can not be returned for account credit) 

 candidates cannot exchange money or go over their limit listed on the form in the binder 

o UVSS Election: first $30 is on account; after $30, they must pay out of pocket and keep 

receipts (can spend a maximum of $50 out of pocket); list these out of pocket charges in 

appropriate rows on charge sheet 

 candidates must sign to authorize charges when they are made and must sign for their own full 

serve orders and proofs 

 full-serve order cost must be cross-referenced with charge sheet before completion 

 charges cannot be split up amongst multiple candidates 

 order forms for full-serve printing must be kept, hole punched, and stored behind candidate’s 

charge sheet 

 standard turnaround applies to all full-serve orders (rush charges also apply if necessary) 

  



SPECIAL AUTHORIZATIONS 
 

Candidates may email specific authorizations for individuals to undertake the following Zap! Election 
activities: 
 

 Placing orders (specifying maximum cost and account [e.g., Director-at-Large vs. 
Senate/BoG, since some are running for both); 

 Signing for proofs of placed orders; 

 Picking up orders; and 

 Getting office supplies (specifying maximum cost and account). 

Send email to the authorized person and cc: zapmanager@uvss.ca with the Subject Line – Special 
authorization_UVSS Election_last name_first name 
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